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ginning of the approach and Separation of the
To Cld l'hot it inctly concern:
Be it known that I, ADIN MI. BARBER, a levers A and Asome motion is lost in carry
citizen of the United States, residing at Jer ing the set-screw d from one end of the slot
sey City, in the county of Hudson and State d" to the other, and the take-up lever is al
of New Jersey, have invented certain new and lowed to remain stationary. The lever A.
useful Improvements in Hand Sewing - Ma carries a stud or post, E, upon which a sleeve,
chines; and I do hereby declare the following F, is secured, having flukes or flanges f. To
to be a full, clear, and exact description of the sleeve F is attached by suitable means the
the invention, such as will enable others skilled shuttle-lever G, which lever is preferably
IO in the art to which it appertains to make and made in two parts, as shown, so as to be longi
use the Same.
tudinally adjustable. H is the shuttle car
My present invention relates to sewing-ma ried by the ever G. A. housing, A, is Sup
chines operated directly by hand, and is an ported on the lever A, and its front wall forms
improvement on an invention for which ap the shuttle-race. A work - plate, A", covers
plication No. 123,617 was filed by me in the the housing, and has a curved slide, a”, which
United States Patent Office, March 10, 18S4. may be removed for the insertion or removal
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side eleva Of the shuttle.
tion of Jay machine with the needle elevated The means for operating the shuttle-lever,
and the housing forming the work-plate and besides those already mentioned, are two
the shuttle-race in section. Fig. 2 is a view arms, t t , attached one to each side of the le
from the side opposite to that seen in Fig. 1, ver A, and so arranged that their cam-faced
showing the needle depressed to its lowest points or toes are located one behind each
point. Fig. 3 is a partial plan view, the nee fluke or flange of the sleeve F. By this con
dle-carrying arm being removed. Fig. 4 is a struction, when the two level's A and A are
perspective showing in detail the feed-dog or Caused to approach each other in the opera
space!' and its immediate connections.
tion of the machine, the points of the armt
A and A are two levers pivoted to each Will press forward one of the flukes f of the
other at (, after the manner of ordinary pinch sleeve F, and cause the shuttle-lever G to be
erS, Ol' in any other convenient manner. moved in one direction, and when the level's
These levers are normally held apart by a are released and are tihen separated by the ac
spring, B, between their handles.
tion of the spring B the points of the arm t
A is the needle-carrying lever, the curved will act similarly on the other fluke f of the
needle C being Secured to its forward end by sleeve F and turn the lever G in the opposite
the set-Screw c, as shown. The take-up lever direction. The paths of movement of the arms
D is also attached to the lever A', being piv. it are such that while both are in constant con
oted to the same at d. It is connected by a tact with the flukes,f they do not work against
link, cl, with the level A. The take-up lever each othel'.
ID being thus pivotally connected with both It remains now to describe my feeding
level's A and A, it is evident that any change mechanism, which is constructed as follows:
of relative position between these two levers In a frame, I, attached to the working-plate,
would naturally affect the position of the take is mounted a shaft, J, to which a cranki, is
up lever. It is desirable, however, that the secured. One of the bearings of the shaft J
take-up lever should remain stationary with is a yoke or crotch, as shown in Fig. 4. Ex
respect to the ever A at two different times tending from the crank to the lever A', as
in the operation of the machine, once before shown, is a link, I, which is pivoted to the
the needle has entered the Work, to prevent crank and secured to the lever by a slot and
any slack from getting in the Way of the nee set-screw. A rod or pin, MI, attached to the
dle, and Once to allow the shuttle to pass lever A,is so arranged as to strike against and
through the loop of the needle-thread. Ise depress an extension, J', of the shaft J, and
cure this function for my take-up lever by thereby raise the opposite end of the shaft, to
making a slot, d, in the link dat its point of gether with the attached feed-dog or spacer
attachment to the level A, whereby at the be O. A spring, n, normally presses the feed
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(log or spacer O against thc ?abric to be ope'.
The operation of the feeding mechanism is
as follows: On the approach of the levers A.
A", when the spring B is compressed, the screw

flukes Ol' ('alls,ff, all (l the shuttle, Substall 3 5
tially as set forth.
3. In a hand sewing device, the combina
tion, with the hand-levers A A', of a rock-shaft
5
carrying the feed - dog, and mechanism, as
p moves downward in the slot p', but does not extension J", rod MI, and link L, for tilting
reach the bottom thereof until after the rod or the feed-shaft, and for inparting an oscillat
pin Mstrikes against the extension J of the ing motion thereto, substantially as described.
shaft J and raises the feed-dog or spacer O. 4. In a hand sewing device, the combina
Jo The movement being continued, the screw p tion of the levers A A', the feed-dog and its
Strikes the bottom of the slot and the link I supporting rock-shaft, provided with the real
is depressed, carrying with it the cranki, and extension, J, and crank-arm, the link L, the
thus swinging the shaft J in its bearings. l'od, and the spring, substantially as described.
The feed-dog or spacer, having been raised, 5. In a hand sewing device, the combina
howevel, before the shaft is swung, does not tion, with the operating-level's A A', and all
operate to move the fabric backward. In the oscillating ?eed-shaft provided with a crank
leverse movement of the levers the pin or rod | arm, of the slotted operating-link L, connect
MI is first lemoved from the extension J of ing said crank-arm with one of the operating
the shaft J, and afterward the shaft.J is swung levers, and means for regulating the length of
while the feed-dog is resting on the fabric. stitch by changing the operative length of
An adjusting-screw, q, serves to regulate the the slot in said link, substantially as described. 55
operative length of the slot p", and thereby 6. In a hand sewing device, the combina
the length of the feed-dog and of the stitch. tion, with the operating-levers A A', and an
Having thus fully described my invention, oscillating feed-shaft provided with a crank
2 5 I claim| arm, of the slotted operating-link L, provided
1. The combination, in a hand Sewing de with set-screw (1, for regulating the length of
vice, with the operating levers, one of which stitch, substantially as set forth.
is provided with arms t t , of the horizontally In testimony whereof I affix my signature
vibrating shuttle-lever provided with the in presence of two witnesses.
flukes or cams ff.
ADIN MI. BARBER.
2. The combination, in a hand sewing de
vice, of the levers A A', one of the same being Witnesses:
provided with cann-faced arms t t', the hori
STEPHEN O'CoNNOR,
ELAIIER A. BEAAEAN.
zontally-vibrating shuttle-lever having the
ated on.

